Make Run-Outs a Thing of the Past

PDI/DemandStream

Fuel management system for inventory management

Fuel Marketers interested in growing their business need software that is scalable, customizable and accurate. DemandStream does all that and more with its flexible architecture – adding trucks to your fleet is simple yet organized, allowing you to grow your gallons daily!

“Because of DemandStream, my customers no longer have to worry about running out of fuel during their peak hours of business.”

- PDI DemandStream Customer, Ohio
Managing Inventory Levels

PDI/DemandStream is a cloud-based system that manages inventory levels in real-time using historical trend information. The automatic load generation makes make run outs a thing of the past. DemandStream allows for inventory monitoring of fuel tanks and drag and drop dispatching to transports or tank wagons.

Order Creation, Inventory Management, Automated Dispatch

• Allows for inventory monitoring of fuel tanks and drag and drop dispatching to transports or tank wagons

• A Cloud-based system manages inventory levels using historical trend information, thus creating automatic load generation

• Order forecasting shows your dispatcher how much fuel is needed now and by delivery time

• Customizable inventory demand calculations

• Scalable, cloud-based architecture supports growth of your organization

• Flexible system design enables rapid deployment and implementation

• Order sourcing

• Route optimization

• Time to run out deliveries by terminal total throughout average daily inventory/usage